Sample Tour Routes:
Try to be flexible, as well as creative, in planning your route across campus. With more than one group touring campus, it may be necessary to coordinate routes with other guides so as to avoid playing "bumper tours" around campus. Experimentation makes for the best tours, so test out different routes and vary the order in which you visit buildings. It is also important to be able to give a campus tour in either direction (Ewell or Tucker directions), so learn both!

- Some good places to stop for breath and/or air conditioning: classroom on the approved list, UC, Crim Dell, Swem Library and Barrett Hall.
- Have visitors sit for a discussion of academic life: this should happen in an approved classroom.
- For the smaller groups, try to decide where you stop and what buildings you enter based on the interests of your groups i.e. a potential biology major would probably enjoy seeing some lab rooms.

**SUGGESTED TOUR ROUTE:**